Abstract. We study the family of polynomials P"(X; a) = n((* + if) -~nX + i)2") and determine when P"(X ; a), a € Z , is irreducible. The roots are all real and are permuted cyclically by a linear fractional transformation defined over the real subfield of the 2"th cyclotomic field. The families of fields we obtain are natural extensions of those studied by M.-N. Gras and Y.-Y. Shen, but in general the present fields are non-Galois for n > 4. From the roots we obtain a set of independent units for the Galois closure that generate an "almost fundamental piece" of the full group of units. Finally, we discuss the two examples where our fields are Galois, namely a = ±2" and a = ±24 • 239.
Introduction
One method of constructing cyclic extensions of <Q> is the following. Start with M e PGL2(Q) = Aut(Q(X)) of finite order and let Q(F) be its fixed field. By specialization, one obtains the desired cyclic extensions. For example, the matrix ( ° "j1 ) yields the family of cyclic cubic polynomials X3 -aX2 -(a + 3)X -1, named the "simplest cubic fields" by Shanks [11] . Similarly, the matrices (° ~' ) and (} "j1 ) yield the polynomials X2 -aX -1 and Xa -aX3 -6X2 + aX + 1, respectively. The latter family has been studied by M.-N. Gras [4] . There is also a family of sextic polynomials arising from the matrix ( j ~J ) of M.-N. Gras [3] . However, it is easy to see that there are no elements of PGL2(Q) of finite orders other than 1,2,3,4,6.
In [13] , one of the authors of the present paper used the matrix (, ~ ' ) of order 8 in PGL2(Q(\/2)), where e = y/2 + 1, and showed that in some cases it is possible to obtain cyclic extensions of Q of degree 8. In the present paper, we consider transformations of higher 2-power order and obtain a family of fields of degree 2" for each n > 1. These fields are non-Galois in general, though they lift to cyclic extensions over the cyclotomic field Q(&» ), a fact that plays an important role in studying their properties.
A key step in constructing our fields rests on the following observation (see [13] ):
X2 -aX -1 = X((X + i)2) -^3((X + i)2), X4 -aX3 -6X2 + aX+l= <R((jr + i)A) -^3((X + i) 4) and similarly for the octic fields of [13] . In general, define
Pn(X ; a) = m((X + if) -±3((X + if).
It turns out that these polynomials P"(X; a) generate the fields of degree 2" , and their roots are permuted cyclically by the transformations mentioned above. We determine exactly when P"(X; a), a e Z, is irreducible. This of course reduces to Diophantine questions. It is amusing to note that we encounter the equation 2wA = y2 + 1 considered by Ljunggren [9, 14] , and its (perhaps unexpected) integer point (w, y) = (13, 239) . One reason for studying the "simplest fields" is that the roots of the polynomials yield explicit units that often generate subgroups of small index in the full groups of units [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13] . In the present situation, since the extensions we obtain are non-Galois and therefore contain few roots, we are forced to consider the Galois closure, in which case we cannot hope to obtain a maximal set of independent units as roots of our polynomials. However, we show that the group S of units generated by the roots is an "almost fundamental piece" of the unit group in the sense that if Ex D S is a subgroup of the full unit group and [Ex : S] is finite, then this index is bounded uniformly as the parameter for the family varies, under certain mild restrictions.
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Construction of the 2"-tic polynomials
Let R"(X) = X(X + i)2" and let I"(X) = 3(X + if . Then (X + i)2n=Rn(X) + iIn(X), and hence R0(X) = X, I0(X)=l.
Observe that (X + i)2" = ((X + if-l)2 = (Rn_i(X) + iIn-i(X))2 = (R2n_x(X) -I2n_x(X)) + i(2Rn-i(X)In_i(X)),
and we obtain the following recursion formulas:
(1) Rn(X) = R2n_l(X)-I2_l(X), (2) In(X) = 2Rn_i(X)In-i(X).
Therefore, the next few Rn(X) and I"(X) are Ri(X) = R2-I2 = X2-l, h(X) = 2Roh = 2X, R2(X) = R2i-I\ = Xa -6X2 + 1, I2(X) = 2RxIi = 4X(X2 -I), Ri(X) = X*-2SX6 + 10XA -2%X2 + 1, h(X) = %X(X2 -l)(XA -6X2 + 1).
By induction, we can express the polynomials R"(X) and In(X) in terms of the polynomials Rj(X), 0 < j < n , as follows.
Applying induction via (4), we have that the polynomials Ro(X), ^iWj R2(X),... , Rn(X) are pairwise relatively prime, and hence by (3), the polynomials Rn(X) and In(X) are also relatively prime. We record this in the following.
Lemma 1. For any given n e Z+, the polynomials Ro(X), RX(X), R2(X),... , Rn(X) are pairwise relatively prime, and hence the polynomials Rn(X) and In(X) are also relatively prime.
Our 2"-tic polynomial is of the form
where a e Z.
From (3) we see that P"(X; a) e Z[X]. From (1) and (2), the right-hand side of (5) becomes
which is a quadratic polynomial in the variables Rn-X(X) and In-X(X). It can be factored into the product (¿""m -a+vgT*V,(*)) (*"->m --f^vitn .
Therefore the polynomial P"(X ; a) factors over the field Q(Va2 + 4n) in the following way:
(6, W;a) = i."_,(x;^f±ijp»_,(x;^f±5).
On the other hand, from (3), we may write the 2"-tic polynomial Pn(X; a) in terms of the polynomials Rj(X) 's as follows:
n-l (7) P"(X;a) = Rn(X)-a\[Rj(X).-
7=0
Putting (4) and (7) together, we have for n > 2 the following expression:
j=o \j=o J 3. Basic properties of the 2"-tic polynomials As expected, the 2"-tic polynomial P"(X;a) has 2" distinct real roots, which are units in the ring of algebraic integers. Theorem 1. (a) For a g Z, the 2"-ticpolynomial Pn(X; a) has 2" distinct real roots. In particular, R"(X) = Pn(X ; 0) has 2" distinct real roots.
(b) Let e be any root of R"-X(X). The matrix M = ( \ ~x ) has order 2" in PGL2(R). The transformation e + e permutes cyclically the roots of Pn(X ; a). Proof. We first use induction on n to show that there is at least one real root. This is obvious for n = 0, 1, so let n > 2 and assume this is true for n -1. Let e be any root of Rn-X(X). By (8) we have
/n-2 > = -22"-2 n*;(£)
From Lemma 1, Rj(e) ^0 for 0 < j < n -2. Thus P"(e ; a) < 0. Clearly we have F"(0 ; a) = 1 > 0, since n>2. Therefore Pn(X ; a) has at least one real root which is between 0 and e . Suppose 6 is any root and let a = 9 + i. Let ß = Md + i = a(e + i)/(0 + e). Note that (e + if = R"(e) + il"(e) = Rn(e), (e-if =(e + i) =-U"-i(e).
Since I"-i(e) ^ 0 by Lemma 1, all these yield
and thus C is of order 2". But Z?z = Çz, so the transformation D is of order 2" and the only fixed points of a nontrivial power of D are 0 and co. It follows that / and -/' are the only fixed points of any nontrivial power of M. If 6 is a root, the numbers Mk8 , 0 < k < 2" , must be distinct roots of P"(X ; a). This proves the theorem.
Remark. From the proof of the above theorem, we know that if e is a root of Rn-i(X) then the element (e + i)/(e-i) is a primitive 2"th root of unity. In fact, we have the following proposition: (the left side is contained in the right side, and both have 2"~x elements) and 9t(fM) = |^i = 1 -^2_ is the largest if e is the largest root of Rn-X(X). Also 3(fif) = ¿££7 > 0. This proves the proposition.
For each natural number n , we let e" be the largest root of the polynomial Rn(X). We know that e0 = 0, ei = 1, £2 = 1 + \/2.
How are these e" 's related? From the above proposition, we have
where £2* = exp(^//2"_1). Solving this equation for e"-i, we get . 1 + Ç2» 1 it \ Calculation shows e2 -2£"_i£" -1 =0 and hence en = e"_i + v/fi2^ + 1. Note also £"_i = ^(£" -j-), and we have proved the next proposition.
Proposition 2. Let en be the largest root of the polynomial Rn(X). Then ■ 1 + Í2»+i +( n \ and hence the formula e" = £"_i + Je2_x + 1, or e"-\ = ¿(e" -¿-).
As a matter of fact, the extension field Q(£") is the real cyclotomic field Q(C2»+i )+ • This is the content of the next proposition. Remarks.
(1) It is easy to see that a2 + 4n = b2 has only 2« -1 solutions for rational integers a . They are a = ±(22k -l)2"-k-x, 0<k<n.
(2) The cases « = 1,2,3 were proved in [11, 4, 13] , so in the following proof we may assume n > 4.
Proof. If a2 + 4" is a square, then P"(X; a) factors, by (6) . Conversely, if 0 is a root of P"(X; a), then the 2" roots are {AP0|O < j Since e e Q(C2"). all the roots of P"(X ; a) lie in Q(0, Ç2»), so it is Galois over Q(C2»). If <r G Gal(Q(0, f2-)/Q(C2«)) > then <J0 = M70 for some j. Let ß = a2". By the above, era = Ç^"a > so aß = ß . Therefore ß e Q(C2»), and we have the following.
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Calculation shows ß e Q(i) as follows: (Note Pn(6 ; a) = R"(6) - §In(6) = 0) (0-" 2" (0 + O2" R"(9) + iIn(e) a + i2n
Suppose \fß e Q(£2"). Since the cyclotomic field Q(C2") is cyclic of degree 2"~2 over the field Q(i), the extension field Q(i)(y/ß) is either Q(i) or the quadratic extension Q(Ç8) = Q(i)(V2).
Case I. y/ß e Q(i). Since ß = £ § = <¿4^ , we have a2 + 4" e Q(i)2 => a2 + 4" = (x + iy)2 = x2 -y2 + 2ixy =*> xy = 0 and x2 -y2 > 0 => y = 0 =>■ a2 + 4" g Q2. We know that F"(X; a) factors over the rationals in this case.
Case II. Q(/)( V7?) = Q(0(\/2). The element ^f is fixed by the Galois group
Thus f is a square in Q(i), and as above we have a2 + 4" = 2(x + iy)2 = 2(x2 -y2) + 4ixy ^y = 0=^a2 + 4"e 2Q2. So far, we have shown that if a2 + 4" £ Q2 or 2Q2, then the extension field Q(Í2", a) is cyclic of degree 2" over Q(£2"). Therefore, since Q(Í2», 0) = Q(C2", ol) , the field extension Q(0)/Q has degree > 2" , so the polynomial Pn(X; a) is irreducible over the rationals.
It remains to show that if a2 + 4" = 2x2 for some integer x then the polynomial Pn(X; a) is also irreducible over the rationals. Equation (6) tells us that the polynomial P"(X; a) factors over the field <Q(Va2 + 4") = (QKV^). We will show that P"-i(X; a±Jf+») xs irreducible over the field Q(\/2), if ß is not a 4th power in the field Q((2») • Consider the following diagram:
is generated by a root of P"-X(X; a±v°1+A" ) ( which is of degree 2n~x, this polynomial (and its conjugate by \¡2 »-► -\/2) is irreducible over the field Q(\/2). Since Pn-i(X; a±^ff+An) £ Q[X], it follows easily that Pn(X; a) is irreducible over the rationals.
Finally, we take care of the situation when the element ß = f^r¡ is a 4th power in the field Q(C2") • This is done in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let a G Z and assume a2 + 4" is not a square in Z. If the element ß = fí2^ is a 4th power in the field Q(C2»). then a/2" = ±1 or ± 239.
Proof. Assume {fß e Q(Í2n). Since Q(Í2«) is cyclic of degree 2"-2 over the field Q(i), the field Q(i)(f/ß) is one of the following fields for n > 4, Q(0, Q(C8), Q(Cie).
So we have ß = ic -yA , where c = 0, 1, 2, 3, and y e Q(i').
( Write y = ^ with u,v eZ, toeQ, (u,v) = l. Since NQim(ß) = 1, the same holds for y , so u2 + v2 = w2 , hence w eZ and « ^ v mod 2. We have
and therefore the identities (10) a(u2-v2) + 2n+xuv =sw2, and 2uva-2n(u2-v2) =-sw2.
Putting them together and solving for a, we get
where S = u2 -v2 + 2uv .
Claim, ô = ±1.
Proof of the Claim. Since u ^ umod2, we have ô = 1 mod 2. Suppose p is an odd prime such that p \ S. Since a e Z, p | (Ô -4uv), and so p | 4uv . Therefore p\u or p | v . If p \u then p \ v2 , and if p | u then p\u2. Both contradict («,u) = l.Soá = ±l. This completes the proof of the claim. A straightforward calculation, eliminating a from the two equations in (11), yields sw2S = 2n(u2 + v2)2 = 2nwA, so sa = 2"w;2. From (11), we have a = 2ny, with y = 1 -48uv , hence 22"+1w4 = 2s2 = 4n(y2 + 1). This implies that 2u>4 = y2 + 1, w, y e Z. The integral solutions of this Diophantine equation are [9, 14] y = ±1, w = ±1, and y = ±239, w = ±13. Proof. Applying formula (6) twice, we get Pn(X; ±239-2") = Pn_2(X; 2"a1)P"_2(X; 2"a2)F"_2(X; 2"a3)F"_2(X; 2"a4); where a, = ±239 + 169\/2-r-13(7 ± 5^)^ ± 2v/2, a2 = ±239+169>/2-13(7 ± 5^/2)\J4 ± 2\/2, a3 = ±239 -169V2+ 13(7 t 5\fi)^4^ 2\fï, a4 = ±239-169v/2-13(7^5^)^4^2^.
Note that P"_2(X; 2%)P"_2(*; 2"a,) = X2"'' -2"-2(a, + a,-)*2""'-1 + ••• , and a,-+a7-£ Q, Vi, 7 . This can be seen by using the fact that {1, v4 + 2\[ï\ is linearly independent over Q(\/2) and \j4-2\f2 = (y/2 -l)\/4 + 2v/2. Observe that ±239 -2" + 2" i ±239 + / ±239 -2" -2ni ±239-; -= =R 5t12A4 13
Suppose Ti(^r-)4 is an 8th power in Q(C2™) • We may assume m > 5 , so ±z is an 8th power. Therefore ^j1 is a square, say x2 , with x e Q(C2«) • Since x2 e Q(z'), we have Q(i)(x) = Q(/') or Q(£8). This implies that 5 T 12/ . 13 is a square or /'(square) in Q(z').
Since 5+12/ = (3 + 2/')2, 13 is a square or /'(square) in Q(z'), which is impossible. Therefore TzX^21)4 is not an 8th power in Q(£2») > and hence the field extension Q(f2., ^/(^i)4) over Q(Ç2») has degree > 2"~2 .
This gives us that
Since 0 is a root of some F"_2(X; 2"a,-), this polynomial and its conjugates over Q must be irreducible in Q(Ci6)+[^]-This completes the proof of the lemma, and hence the proof of the irreducibility criterion for Pn(X ; a).
Units and roots of the 2"-tic Polynomial
In this section, we assume a2 + 4" is not a square in the rationals so that P"(X; a) is irreducible in Z[X]. Moreover, for simplicity we assume that a2 + 4" t¿ 2s2 , s G Z. As in the proof of Theorem 2, this implies that P"(X ; a) is irreducible over Q(C2») ■ Fix a root 0 of P"(X; a), so the roots are of the form Mk6, 0 < k < 2" , where M = (\ ~x ) and e = -ijz^ = cot(£). Let K = Q(e) = ®(Ç2»)+.
Then it is easy to see that K(6) is the Galois closure of Q(0). The above assumptions on a imply that Gal(K(6)/K) = (r) is cyclic of order 2" , where
Note that we have 0 rk(9) = Mk9.
Since the constant term of Pn(X; a) is 1 (if n > 2), these xk(0) are units in the ring of integers of K(6). Obviously, these 2n units are not independent, for instance, t2" (0) = -±. However, one half of them, say the first half {rfc-1(0)|l <k<2n~x}, are independent. We prove this in the next theorem. By the lemma, we have 5Z!t=i bk^k~l = 0, for some primitive 2mth root of unity C-Since <f>(2m) = m, the set {1, Ç,... , Cm_1} is linearly independent over the rationals, and hence bi = b2 = • • • = bm = 0. Therefore the 2" units {rfc-1(0)|l < k < 2n~x} are independent. This completes the proof of the theorem.
So far we have 2"~x independent units, all of which are roots of Pn(X; a). If the field Q(0) is Galois over the rationals, then the rank of the unit group is 2" -1 and we need 2"_1 -1 more units in order to get a set of units which is close to being a system of fundamental units. This is the case when n < 2 or when n = 3 for a selected family of a's. Unfortunately, the field Q(0) is not Galois over the rationals in general. We know that K(8) is the Galois closure of <Q>(0) so that the rank of the unit group is 4n~x -1 and we need many more units to reach the same goal. Although the set of the cyclotomic units in K = Q(£2»)+ = Q(fi) will be part of them, it does not help us enough. In the next section we show how to obtain additional units from subfields of K(6), though we still do not obtain a maximal set of independent units. For convenience, we denote the field Q(u,) by K¡ for 1 < 7' < n. Obviously, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5. The element w;_i satisfies the quadratic polynomial Pi(X; 2uj) = X2-2ujX -1, forl<j<n;
and hence the degree deg(Kj-X/Kj) ofw7_i over the field K¡ is I or 2.
Lemma 6. We have the following identities: u™+í = TtH> forO<m + j<n.
1j\uml
In particular, u" = Jr, and therefore Kn = Q.
Proof. From (1) and (2), we have, for 7* = 1, 2, 3,..., n M4Ï RÁ*)= ! (Rj-x(X) Ij-x{X)\ { ' Ij(X) 2\lj_i(X) Rj-i(X))-For 7 = 0 the lemma is trivial, since Fv0W/^oW = X. Assuming it is true for 7 -1, we easily find from (14) that it is true for 7 . Letting 7 = n in the lemma, and using the fact that P"(6 ; a) = 0, we find that RnW a_ " /"(0) 2"' Therefore Kn = Q. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 4. For a ^ ±(22k -l)2"~fc_1, 0 < k < n ; the degree of the element Uj-i over the field K¡ is 2, for 1 < 7 < n . Proof. We have deg(Q(0)/Q) = deg(*o/*i) deg(*i/tf2) deg(tf2/*3) • • • te%(Kn-i/Kn).
The irreducibility of P"(X; a) gives us deg(Q(0)/Q) = 2" , and so the degree deg(Kj-X/Kj) of the element w;_i over the field Kj is 2, for I < j < n . This completes the proof of the proposition. Furthermore, the field K¡ is a simplest 2n~J-tic field over the rationals, if 2j divides a. In this case, the element Uj is also a unit in the ring cf^e) of integers of K(8).
Proof. Lemma 6 tells us that the element u¡ satisfies the polynomial Rn-j(X)-£ln-j(X), which is in fact the polynomial Rn-j(X) -^ßjin-j(X) = P"-j (*;£).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. More generally, we see that um is a root of Pj(X; 2'um+j), so each intermediate extension Km/Km+j could be regarded as being "of simplest type." From the previous theorem, we have for each 0 < j < n that the element Uj is a unit in the ring cf¡c(0) if 27 divides a. Theorem 3 gives us 2n~J~x independent units, namely {T2y(ÂC-1)(t/7)|l</c<2"-^-1} in the ring tfKI<u.) of integers of the field K(uf). Putting all these units together, we have in total 2«-i + 2»-2 + ... + 22 + 2X + 2° = 2" -1 units in the field K(6). Are these units independent? The answer is yes, and we will prove this in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let a eZ and let 2"\a. Then the 2" -1 elements {x2^k-l)(Uj)\l <k< 2"-J~x andO< j < n) are independent units in the ring cfK^ of algebraic integers of the field K(6), where K = Q(e) = Q(C2»)+ • Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction on n . The result is trivial for n = 1. Assume the theorem is true for n -1. Suppose we have rational integers bkj such that
n=H(Tk-x(uo))b*° = ]l n {^(k-{){Uj))b^-'eK(ui).
Since the field K(ui) is fixed by the automorphism t2" , the element n is invariant under t2" . Note that t2" (m0) = -Uq1 , and so we have ;'=1 fc=l
From the induction hypothesis, the 2n~i -1 units {T2J(*-i)(My)|i < k < 2"-j-x and 1 < j < n} are independent, and so bkj = 0, for 1 < k < 2n~J~x and 1 < j < n. Therefore all bkj are 0, and this completes the proof of the theorem. Finally, we prove that the group X generated by these 2" -1 independent units in the ring cfntp) is almost fundamental in the sense that if Fi D X is a subgroup of the full unit group and [Ei : X] is finite, then this index is bounded uniformly as the parameter for the family varies, under certain mild restrictions. Remark. This result says that the units S form an "almost fundamental piece" of the unit group, in the sense that it is only necessary to enlarge S by a bounded amount in order to obtain a direct summand of the full unit group. In the corollary below, we obtain a similar result for the group X generated by the units of Theorem 5.
Proof. By taking a large enough, we may assume that a2 + 4" is neither a square nor twice a square. Therefore, as in the proof of 
1=1
Then elk = ±Ili=i 0b+k-X ■ Let g: K -> 1 be any embedding and extend g to A^(0) so that g(6) = 0o = largest root of P"(X; a). This is possible since [K(6) : K] = degP" , so g(6) can be chosen to be any root in R of P" . Let n = n^=i e£* > where the akeZ are to be chosen later. Let n¡ = i'~x(n), 1 < i < 2". Since ek, 1 < k < 2"~x, are independent, and t2" acts by inversion (modulo {±1}), it follows that the //, are distinct if some ak ^ 0.
Under any embedding g as above, we have
where mk e Z is bounded in terms of «. Since nk+2*-i = ±l/nk, we have restricted the last product to k < 2"~x. Note that each factor in the first product on the right is bounded by 2. We now obtain iogn(^-^)2<^+5Eiiogi^n k=\ with A and B depending only on n , and independent of n and the embedding gThere are 2"-2 embeddings g : K -* K, and we regard each one extended to K(6) as above. Then Note that L8 and S8 are symmetric, so (L8)2 = (Lg)(Lg)' = Q-2?) (S8)2 (i*)'.
Our sum therefore equals (ai,..., «*-,) Qß) \T(S8)2) (ai,..., a2,-i) (j*)'.
Lemma 7. Le/ Af = ( \ z\ ). As g runs through the 2"~2 embeddings K -> E, the elements g M e PGL2(R) run through the powers K=(cot(n/2») _co-l/2n))\ 0<M<2",M.l(mod4).
Proof. After fixing one embedding such that M maps to Mo , we can regard the embeddings g as corresponding to elements of Gal(.iY/Q). Extend g to Q(Ç2») such that g(i) = i. Then g = ak with k = 1 (mod4), where crk(C2») = C2« • Since (we have used the fact that (2n = (e + i)/(e -z')), it follows that gM0 and Mq differ by a scalar matrix. The lemma follows easily.
Let gu correspond to the power u. Then gu(0,) = gu(M'~x6) = M^'~{)6o .
Thus
Sf" = log \Mf~x)6o\ = %_,),
where Sk = S^1 and the subscripts are taken mod 2" . Since 5"(a+,-_i) changes sign when z is changed to z + 2'!~1, the product of the two 5 's depends only on z'mod2"_1. Since u is odd, we can change variables to obtain zJ Z2 SkSk+(b-a)uu k mod 2""' Let 2W || (ft -a). Clearly 0 < v < n -2 (we henceforth ignore the easy case n = 1). First assume v < n -3 . Given u, let Uj = u + j2"~x~v for 0 < 7 < 2"+1 (so M7 = 1 (mod 4)). Then
Therefore SkSk+{b_a)Uj = (-l)JSkSk+{b-a)u, so J2,=o skSk+{b-a)uj =0. Since the full sum is a sum of such sums, it must vanish.
If v = n -2, an easy calculation shows that the terms for k and k + 2n~2 cancel, so again the sum is zero. If a = b, then the (a, a) entry is jn-1 2"~2 E si =2"~2 E lQg2 \Mo e°\=s-k k=\
This proves the lemma. Lemma 9. s = 0(log2 |a|), where the implied constant depends only on n. Proof. It is easy to show that the largest root 0O of Pn(X; a) satisfies 0o = 0(\a\), so log|0o| = 0(log|a|). Therefore for ±l/0o, the smallest root in absolute value, we have log | ± l/0o| = 0(log|a|). Since the numbers Mfi0o in the definition of 5 are the roots of Pn(X; a), the lemma follows easily.
Consider the quadratic form Q{ai ... ,a2»-i) = (ai, ... , a2n-i) (jB)si(jBJ (ax,..., a2"-i)'.
A theorem of Hermite (see Cassels [1, p. 31]) implies that there exists 0 ( ai,..., a2n-i) e Z2""1 such that Q(ai,..., a2»->) < y(detß)1/,2"~', where y is the Hermite constant, which depends only on n. We choose n above corresponding to such a choice of ak 's. Since detß = s2" det(yß)2 , we have Note that UkjÍHí -Vj)2 e K, so y = UggUiKjim ~ *lj)2 e Q, hence is in Z. Let q be a prime divisor of osf(¿z2 + 4"). Let q be a prime of Q(C2») above q. Then q divides either the numerator or the denominator of (a + i2n)/(a -i2"), and in fact divides it to an odd power. Since the 2"th root of this number yields the same extension as adjoining 0, q must ramify in Q(C2«, 0)/Q(C2») > hence in K(6)/K. Since n has 2" distinct conjugates over K, we have K(6) = K(n). Therefore the primes above q divide the relative discriminant of n, namely \\(n¡ -r¡j)2 , so q divides its norm to Q, namely y. Since we are assuming osf(a2 + 4") > c'(a2 + 4") for some d > 0, we have logy > c" log\a\ for some c" > 0.
Putting everything together, we find ii V/2"~' log \a\ < A2 + B2 log \a\ det Í jB J for some constants A2, B2. Therefore det(\B)~X is bounded above, independently of a. and we must have u± G X±. By the induction assumption, u'l e X+ for some /i > 0 that is bounded independently of a. Theorem 6 implies that u'l g X_ for some h > 0 that is bounded independently of a. Therefore u2'1'2 = (u+U-)'1'* e X. Since 2/1/2 is bounded independently of a, the result follows.
7. Examples for the case a2 + 4" = 2b2
From the proof of the irreducibility criterion of the polynomial P"(X; a), we noticed something special when a2 + 4n = 2b2 for some integer b. In this case, Pn(X;a) is irreducible in Z[X] and Q(0) has a quadratic subfield Q(\/2), where 0 is any fixed root of P"(X ; a). It can be seen from Theorem 4 that w"_! satisfies X2-J^TX-l and hence Q(w"_i) = Q(Va2 + 4n) = Q(\/2). It is in this case that Q(0) becomes Galois over the rationals for the octic field (n = 3), see [13] . As a matter of fact, this is the last n for which we have a family of Galois extensions over the rationals. Therefore in this section, we assume a2 + 4" = 2b2 and this implies that 2"|a so that Q(0) contains Q(V2) and Uj's are units in the ring <ffc{B) > where K = Q(£2")+ .
From Theorem 5, we have 2" -1 units LMa,<*-|>(u;)|l < k < 2"-J-x and 0 < 7 < "}• and therefore the modified simplest units of K(9) are closer to being a fundamental system of units than the simplest units of K (6) . There are two special a's to which we should pay more attention in view of Lemma 2, namely a = ±2", and a = ±2" • 239. Note that P"(X ; a) and Pn(X; -a) generate the same number field. For if 0 is a root of Pn(X; a) then -0 is a root of Pn(X ; -a). This can be seen from the fact that Rn(X) is an even polynomial while In(X) is an odd polynomial. So now, let us discuss these two examples and work with the positive sign in the following. Example 1. a = 2" : Since Rn+i(X) = Pn(X; 2n)Pn(X; -2"), Proposition 3 tells us that P"(X ; 2") generates the real cyclotomic field Q(Ç)+ f°r each n , where £ = Ç2»+i. So we have a family of Galois extensions Q(0) over the rationals, where 0 is any root of P"(X; 2"). Calculation shows that l + C2' UJ = -'JZJv ' °<J<n-Our simplest units S are generated by -1 and the units {M2'{k-X)(Uj)\l <k< 2"-J-x and 0 < j < «}.
From the discussion above, we replace the simplest units S by the modified simplest units S'. Our goal is to compute a system of fundamental units from the modified simplest units S'. Therefore, let us compare the modified simplest units with the cyclotomic units. The cyclotomic units C£"+2 of Q(C)+ are generated by -1 and the units [15] i-* 1 -Cb Zb = t~Tzj, 3<b<2n+x,bodd, and [F++2 : C++2] = h^n+1, the class number of Q(C)+ , where E+"+2 is the full unit group of Q(()+ . It is easy to see that we always have wo = £2»+i-i> for each«.
Let ck = £2k+\, l<k<2n-l.\f n<5 then /z++a = 1 (see [8] ), hence C++2 is the full unit group. We consider these n . However, we skip the first two n 's because of triviality. One such u2 is 239 + 169V2+ 13(7 + 5^)74 + 2VÏ, and hence \Z4 + 2v/2 belongs to the field Q(0). Thus £ G Q(0), and we conclude that Q(0) is Galois over the rationals. Calculation shows that the conductor / of this field is 64-13, and its discriminant d is 279 -1312 . When n > 5, the extension Q(0)/Q is not Galois, so the above example completes the list of Galois extensions we obtain by our methods.
